Corporate banking APIs:
Opening new horizons
Accelerating the journey to a world of open
corporate banking APIs

Open APIs are seen as the next stage of
connectivity, posing three principal traits:

Discoverable

Fit for purpose

Reusable

Corporate banks must join the industry-wide transition to open APIs - or face being left behind.
But why have so many corporate banks yet to begin their journey?

41%

59%

of financial institutions have not yet started
their journey towards corporate banking
open APIs.

are on the journey – and one in four have
been navigating it for more than two years.

To meet these evolving needs and expectations, banks have
three strategic approaches to choose from:
The platform player
leveraging its economies
of scale to offer nontraditional banking
services to corporates
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The relationship builder
building out economies and
nurturing relationships by
servicing its clients across
a broader spectrum of
banking products

The product provider
specializing in a particular
type of banking product

To navigate this journey to corporate open APIs, banks need
to ask themselves four key questions:

01
How to be
market-relevant
now and in
the future?

02

03

04

How to manage
disruption?

How to execute
change most
effectively?

How to
accelerate
growth to the
greatest effect?

And decide what purpose is driving their journey

Be market
relevant

Manage
disruption

The future is now - by opening
APIs you can gain from
• Collaboration and efficiency
• Real-time data and insights
• Increase market share

Execute
change

Accelerate
growth

To find out more about the full
findings, we invite you to download
the Full Report sponsored by Finastra.
Explore the Full Report

• Enhance user experience

Finastra is unlocking the power of finance for everyone by creating a platform for open
innovation in the world of financial services. To find out more, visit finastra.com
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